Proposed two-week lab cycle for 3340/4430

AM Section (Instructor 1)
- 9-10am Lecture
- 10am-1pm Lab

PM Section (Instructor 2)
- 1-2pm Lecture
- 2-5pm Lab

Each instructor has 5 hours per week

Note: 20 "lecture" periods will occur during the non-project portion of the course.

5 will be for in class presentations.

The other 15 periods will be Group Lab Skill Activities (what we formerly called "tutorials") which include topics such as
- Mathematica and data analysis (4 periods)
- LabVIEW (3 periods)
- Dissecting a well-written and poorly-written physics paper like a PRL (2 periods)
- Evaluating and giving good oral presentations (1 period)
- Other relevant lab skills (e.g., optics lab skills, low noise measurements)